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From Dean Harold J. Krent
We take your professional  
education personally.  
No two Chicago-Kent students 
are alike but for their record  
of achievement and their drive 
to succeed. Each brings to law 




That’s why we offer an exceptionally broad curriculum 
and array of clinical offerings to tailor your legal education to your 
own professional goals. Your choices range from classical legal studies 
to specialized training in more than 15 areas of focus—and from 
Socratic lectures to more than 130 advanced courses and seminars. 
Here you can move easily from part-time day or evening enrollment to 
full-time studies and back again. Work with local clients in our own 
in-house law firm—or study abroad from Beijing to Copenhagen.
 Ours is a challenging and engaging culture—at once collaborative 
and entrepreneurial—geared to maximize the return on your investment 
in law school. Our faculty ranks among the most influential in the nation. 
Our low student-faculty ratio promotes day-to-day engagement with 
leading scholars and teachers dedicated to ensuring that you master the 
foundations of the law and the finer points of legal reasoning.
 You’ll also learn the art of lawyering, through innovative skills 
training targeted to your career goals. Our three-year legal writing 
program offers advanced research courses in special-interest areas, 
while our rigorous trial advocacy program, 10 legal clinics, and wealth 
of externship opportunities provide first-hand experience to enhance 
your employment options.
 We link you to an uncommon variety of practice opportunities 
through extensive connections to Chicago’s courts, banks, financial 
markets, emerging and established businesses, government agencies, 
public interest organizations, and law firms of all sizes and types.
 When you leave us, you’ll think and write like a lawyer. You’ll be 
primed for a number of career paths. And you’ll belong to a global 
professional network that’s more than 12,000 strong.
 So if you’re thinking about a life in the law, we invite you to learn 
about life at Chicago-Kent. This is a place where rigorous academics, 
superior skills training and close interaction with faculty produce a 
distinctive, personalized approach to your professional education. 
Harold J. Krent




At Chicago -Kent, we devote con-
siderable energy and resources 
to developing each student’s 
distinctive interests and abilities. 
Here, you’ll form vibrant, intel-
lectually challenging relationships 
with other high-caliber students, 
leading faculty members and 
influential alumni. Some of these 
relationships will be life-changing. 
All will influence your personal 
and professional growth on your 








Chicago-Kent attracts outstanding 
students from throughout the 
United States and abroad.  
Recent classes include students 
with doctorates in neuroscience,  
biochemistry, philosophy and 
French. Students have worked  
in the Peace Corps, AmeriCorps 
and Teach for America. Some 
have sung in rock bands, while 
others have played in sympho-
nies. Our students are patent 
agents, firefighters, mechanical 
engineers, teachers, news  
reporters, museum curators and 
recent college graduates. These 










Students at a Glance
38
states represented
Our students are a diverse, 
eclectic group—hard-working, 

























On Learning by Doing 
Caroline Teichner ’12
The daughter of an engineer and patent holder, Caroline Teichner is herself  
a mechanical and aerospace engineer who knew from a young age that  
she wanted to practice intellectual property law. Her dream job is to work 
in-house at Boeing.
After college, I worked as an Investment Fellow for T. Rowe Price,  
a random digression. They were looking for people with engineering 
and science backgrounds to do quantitative analysis. I wanted to  
take time off before law school. It was a good way to get experience 
and perspective. 
 I looked for a law school in Chicago because I wanted an urban 
experience. I knew Chicago-Kent had a strong IP program and a 
strong legal writing program—one of the best in the country. I came 
to look at the building and was completely wowed by the atmosphere. 
You can work while you’re in school here because you’re close to every 
law firm in the city. In Chicago, there are more than 20 mid-size and 
large firms dedicated solely to intellectual property. 
 Last summer, I worked at McAndrews, Held & Malloy, an  
intellectual property law firm just a few blocks from Chicago-Kent. 
Everyone there is an engineer or scientist, and they all talk to each 
other about the cases they’re working on. I like the atmosphere  
where everyone’s coming from the same place. The firm does mostly 
litigation, so I did litigation research support.
education
B.S. in mechanical and  
aerospace engineering from  
Princeton University
law school goals 
Candidate for a certificate  
in Intellectual Property Law
summer clerkship









B.A. in mathematics  
and economics from  
Northwestern University
family background
Parents originally from the  
Dominican Republic 
summer clerkships
Chicago Transit Authority  
and Cook County State’s  
Attorney’s Office
On Chasing a Dream 
Clyde Guilamo ’11
Clyde Guilamo was a member of the Chicago-Kent team that 
advanced to the national rounds of the 2010 Thurgood Marshall 
Mock Trial Competition in Boston. After graduation, he plans  
to become a trial attorney.
In the Bronx, where I grew up, there seemed to be only two things 
immune to the violence and the gangs: Yankee Stadium and the local 
courthouse. I knew at a young age that I wasn’t going to make it out as 
a baseball player, so I turned to the law as a means out of the Bronx.
 In middle school, I participated in the Thurgood Marshall Mock 
Trial Competition and discovered a passion for litigation. When I 
applied to Chicago-Kent, I already knew about its prestigious trial 
advocacy program. The school’s track record, winning back-to-back 
national championships (in 2007 and 2008), attested to the quality  
of the program.
 The strength of Chicago-Kent’s trial advocacy program comes from 
the amazing mentorship that students receive. While participating 
on one of Chicago-Kent’s teams, I had four Illinois judges as coaches. 
Being on a trial team was one of my most remarkable experiences in 
law school.
 Through Chicago-Kent’s externship programs, I have clerked 
for Chicago Transit Authority’s legal department and for the Cook 
County State’s Attorney’s Office. Both offices provided me with great 
opportunities for trial work, which I hope to do after I graduate. The 








On Seizing the Evening 
Jessica Bejerea ’11
After college, Jessica Bejerea spent three years in the Peace Corps in 
Romania, then went to work for Blue Cross and Blue Shield as a product 
consultant in their tax department. Ten years out of college, she entered  
the Chicago-Kent evening program while continuing to work full time. 
During my time in the Peace Corps, one thing that really impressed 
me was that laws didn’t solve everything. With help from lawyers, 
many more positive steps could be taken—better legislation, better 
enforcement of legislation, more empowerment of people who are  
very bright but feel stifled by the lack of a system that would help 
them. This made me look at law in a different way.
 During the application process, I took mini-classes at Chicago-Kent  
as well as several other law schools. The quality of teaching at 
Chicago-Kent was such a contrast. My husband and I agreed that 
going to Chicago-Kent would be the most challenging. You only  
get one legal education—you might as well get the most out of it.
 Working and going to law school is like a marathon. You have  
to pace yourself. You learn time management because you can’t 
procrastinate. Being an evening student is an important thing here. 
 For the short term, employee benefit law is my focus because I’ve 
had experience with it through my job and I like it. I just published  
an article on health savings accounts. With health care reform,  
there’s a tremendous opportunity to evaluate the provisions of the  
new legislation and to give the guidance that lawyers can provide. 
education
B.S. in psychology from the  
University of Illinois 
family
Met her husband in Romania 
while serving in the Peace Corps 
employer during law school









At Chicago-Kent, you’ll study 
and work with one of the most 
productive and influential 
groups of legal scholars in the 
country. Dedicated teachers as 
well as scholars, Chicago-Kent 
faculty members bring their 
broad-ranging interests into 
the classroom and welcome 
collaboration with students  
on projects of mutual interest. 
As a student, you’ll gain  
direct experience working on 
cutting-edge legal issues.
www.kentlaw.edu/faculty








Professor Bartram S. Brown
Today’s lawyers encounter international dimensions of law in nearly 
every area of practice, from intellectual property and commercial 
transactions to human rights, environmental issues and criminal 
prosecutions. Chicago-Kent students learn to appreciate and adapt 
to major global influences from a faculty actively engaged around the 
world in timely international scholarship, real-world research projects, 
and outreach as consultants and legal experts. Recent topics include:




Institutions for Regulating 
Electronic Commerce  
and Political Discourse  
on the Internet 
Comparative Analysis of 
National Laws Governing 
Gene Patents, Reproduc-
tive Technologies and 
Genetics 
Foreign and International 
Influences on National  
Copyright Policy
Property Regulation  
in European Science,  
Ethics and Law 
Comparative National 
Water Allocation Regimes
European Land Use  
Planning Law
Legal Title to Land as 
an Intervention Against 
Urban Poverty in  
Developing Nations
Emergence of  
Global Norms in the 
Constitutional Protection 
of Property
The Role of Economics 
in European Competition 
Law Development
The Nature of Remedies 
in International Trade Law
Resolving Claims When 
Countries Disintegrate: 
The Challenge of Kosovo
Making International  
Criminal Law Realistic
The Evolving Concept  
of Universal Jurisdiction











On Access to Justice and Technology
Professor Ronald W. Staudt and Orijit Ghoshal ’11
Professor Ron Staudt directs the law school’s Center for Access to Justice  
& Technology and oversees the certificate program in public interest law. 
Student Orijit Ghoshal worked as an AmeriCorps member during his first 
year out of college and spent the following year with a legal aid organization 
in Seattle. While in law school, he has spent one summer working for  
the Legal Assistance Foundation of Metropolitan Chicago and another 
summer working on enforcement with the Region 5 office of the EPA.
Prof. Staudt: In the Center for Access to Justice & Technology, 
student volunteers use our A2J Author software to develop interactive,  
Web-based questionnaires—called Guided Interviews—that walk  
low-income people through the process of preparing papers to file 
in court. Whether the issue is a threatened eviction or a consumer 
contract, low-income people who cannot find a lawyer can click a 
button then answer some questions online to prepare a document  
they can sign and drop at the courthouse.
Orijit: After college, I worked for two years in legal aid. We used 
Chicago-Kent’s A2J Author software to automate document  
production for family, housing and consumer cases. The software  
leverages manpower: One law student or public interest attorney  
can create a Guided Interview that hundreds of clients can use.
Prof. Staudt: Orijit came to the law school already familiar with our 
software and technical solutions, having used them in the field. He 
brought a sophisticated understanding of how legal aid works and  
how technology can benefit the process.
Orijit: Professor Staudt is willing to give students full responsibility for 
developing the Guided Interviews. We go to him all the time with 
questions, but he lets us run the project as we see fit. That teaches us 
how to manage projects, an important aspect of legal practice.
On Professor Staudt: www.kentlaw.edu/faculty/rstaudt









Prof. Perritt: When students work on these nation-building projects, on the 
ground, they learn a vital lesson, difficult to teach in class: a professional  
lawyer, or lawyer-to-be, can make a difference—as an individual. You  
don’t have to be part of a big bureaucracy or have a million-dollar grant. 
You just have to be focused, energetic, entrepreneurial and results-oriented. 
Joe is all of these things, and he already has made a difference.
Joe: Learning international law and other class-based subjects is essential—
it gives you a foundation. I appreciated the opportunity to tie this  
foundation to real-world experience. In October 2009, Professor Perritt, 
two other students and I went to Iraq to deploy the database. To see the 
Iraqi lawyers and social workers begin to use it with actual data during  
our training sessions was gratifying.
Prof. Perritt: To sit with 30 brave Iraqi lawyers and social workers and 
watch Joe and the other students command the room as they coached the  
Iraqis in using the software that Joe wrote was uplifting. It’s why I love 
being a teacher. The project will help Heartland and its Iraqi partners goad  
Iraqi Kurdish institutions to provide a more decent society for women. 
Joe: Working with Professor Perritt was great. I have immense respect for 
him, but he still made me feel like a peer. He was more a coach and quarter-
back than a boss or a traditional professor at the head of a classroom. I knew 
this was what I wanted to get involved in—human rights, international 
development and technology. Chicago-Kent and Professor Perritt showed 
me that I did not have to wait until after graduating from law school.
On Professor Perritt: www.kentlaw.edu/faculty/hperritt
On Making a Difference
Professor Henry H. Perritt, Jr., and Joseph Panza ’10
For 15 years, Professor Hank Perritt has led student-centered initiatives 
promoting democratization, rule of law, and economic development in 
post-conflict countries. His latest project, supporting Chicago-based Heartland  
Alliance, created an Internet-linked database to track gender-based violence, 
including honor killings, in Iraqi Kurdistan. Chicago-Kent Moot Court 
Honor Society member Joe Panza worked with Professor Perritt and 









On the Law and Public Policy
Professor Lori B. Andrews and Sarah Blenner ’11
Professor Lori Andrews directs the Institute for Science, Law and Technology 
at Chicago-Kent and leads the ethics and policy initiatives of IIT’s Center  
for Diabetes Research and Policy. Student Sarah Blenner is working on both 
her J.D. and Master of Public Health through a joint program with the  
University of Illinois at Chicago.
Prof. Andrews: I do research outside the classroom, so it’s only natural 
that I should encourage students to work on real-world projects like 
diabetes. You understand issues much better if you have to apply the 
law instead of just study it. That’s an emphasis at Chicago-Kent: doing 
it now. Real-world experience prepares students better for the job market, 
but it also makes them better lawyers through their interaction with 
key players who make our laws.
Sarah: I’m really interested in public policy, specifically with a health 
focus. I was shocked to learn that some schools in Illinois make it  
difficult for children with diabetes to attend safely. Some schools have 
policies to call 911 rather than administer life-saving medication.  
We helped draft legislation, which passed the legislature in May 2010, 
that allows non-nurse school employees in Illinois to be trained to 
administer glucagon to students.
Prof. Andrews: Getting a bill passed is an amazing experience for a 
student. Many practicing lawyers don’t see a project like this all the 
way through. It might take a decade or longer to get a law changed. 
Sarah: Professor Andrews really wants to hear your opinions and 
wants student input on the work she does. You don’t feel you’re just 
working on a memo. You’re part of a collaborative process.
On Professor Andrews: www.kentlaw.edu/faculty/landrews
On the Institute for Science, Law and Technology: www.kentlaw.edu/islat









graduates of the 










Whether you plan to practice  
in Chicago’s dynamic legal 
community or elsewhere, you’ll 
benefit from an influential global 
alumni network that is more  
than 12,000 strong. Wherever 
society’s most pressing issues 
are at play, Chicago-Kent alumni 











“You can’t have a strong community 
if you don’t have basic security  
provided by people who actually 
care about the community and want 
to develop it.”
position
Oversees and coordinates formu-
lation of the security assistance 
elements of the U.S. foreign 
assistance budget at the State 
Department, including military 
assistance, law enforcement and 
rule of law, nonproliferation and 
counterterrorism programs.
distinctions
Two Superior Honor Awards
Meritorious Honor Award
On Strengthening the Rule of Law
Angelic (Little-Turner) Young ’01
Angelic Young is senior coordinator for peace and security in the Office of 
the Director of Foreign Assistance at the U.S. Department of State. Prior 
to her promotion, she served for several years as deputy director of the Office 
of Civilian Police and Rule of Law for the Bureau of International Narcotics  
and Law Enforcement Affairs, as well as the senior program officer for the 
bureau’s Afghanistan Police program. She is also an adjunct instructor at 
the School of Public Policy at George Mason University in Virginia.
In my final year of law school, I was selected to participate in the federal 
government’s Presidential Management Fellows Program, which recruits 
individuals with advanced degrees to management positions. That’s what 
led to my position with the U.S. Department of State.
 A transparent and fair criminal justice system is critical to ensuring 
that the people respect the authority and decisions of the government. 
Governments must be accountable to their citizens; communities must 
have security, and they must have faith in the criminal justice system 
to give it legitimacy. 
 Reforming criminal justice institutions in fragile states such as 
Afghanistan and Haiti is a challenging task. Resources are scarce, basic 
amenities hard to come by. Many of the police we work with have had 
little access to education, and corruption runs rampant. 
 Our efforts have an impact, but it takes time. Training police is 
only the first step—the goal of these programs is to reform or replace 
weak or corrupted indigenous criminal justice systems as a whole that 
contribute to violence and instability and that complicate efforts to 
achieve peace and promote democracy. 
 The State Department supports such programs in fragile states 
around the world, helping to build democratic, professional criminal 
justice institutions that respect the rule of law. My current assignment 
allows me to look at such reform programs within the context of all 
security assistance globally, as well as monitor the quality and effectiveness 










Stephen Johnson studied genetics at Cambridge University in England and 
law at the College of Law in London before enrolling at Chicago-Kent. 
He is listed in Euromoney’s “Guide to the World’s Leading Patent Law 
Experts” and Chambers USA’s “America’s Leading Lawyers for Business.”
What I most enjoy is doing complicated deals involving biotechnology. 
It’s an international business. Recently I worked on a complex option  
to license a new therapy for heart conditions, and for a financial firm on 
acquiring royalties from licensors of biotechnology patents. These agree-
ments require a lawyer to have an appreciation of science, an appreciation 
for business and finance, and an appreciation for the limitations of  
intellectual property law that may affect the structuring of agreements.
 One course in particular at Chicago-Kent has remained with me. 
It was taught by Professor David Gerber. I’ve used his framework over 
the years for analyzing difficult antitrust issues in collaborations  
among competitors. I would say it’s perhaps the single most valuable 
piece of teaching I’ve ever received.
 I get occasional contacts from students who are interested in  
international careers, and I’m happy to talk with them. My advice  
is always to develop a set of solid legal skills first, and look for  
international opportunities second.
 My goal at the outset was to work on technology agreements,  
but really I’ve always pursued what interested me. I count myself  
very fortunate to have ended up with the career I’ve had.
law firm
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Founding partner, New York  
and San Francisco offices;  
heads Intellectual Property  
group, San Francisco office
admitted to practice









“A lawyer’s role is to provide  
assistance in shaping the law,  
to ensure that it has its intended 
effect and, where it doesn’t, to  
voice concern so the law can be 
reshaped and redrafted.”
law firm
Power Rogers & Smith PC
public office
Cook County Board of Review
associations
American Association for Justice
Cook County Bar Association  
(former president)
On the Public Interest
Larry R. Rogers Jr. ’94
Larry Rogers helped win a record $100 million settlement in 1999 on behalf 
of Rev. and Mrs. Duane “Scott” Willis, who lost six children in an accident 
involving a truck driven by someone who had obtained a commercial driver’s 
license by bribing state employees. The case opened a massive investigation of 
Illinois state government that led to 75 convictions.
Our firm, under the leadership of our managing partner, Joseph A. 
Power Jr., has always pursued cases that we might not otherwise take 
because of their larger implications. The best example is the Willis 
case—Joe insisted on also pursuing the underlying corruption which led 
to unqualified drivers getting on the road, even though we derived no 
monetary compensation from that aspect of the case.
 My responsibilities with the Cook County Board of Review likewise 
provide an opportunity to focus my public service on a critical issue for 
a large group of people—especially seniors—beyond those who hire 
me as an attorney. It’s a three-member, quasi-judicial body that hears 
property tax appeals from Cook County residents.
 A lawyer’s role is to provide assistance in shaping the law, to ensure 
that it has its intended effect and, where it doesn’t, to voice concern so 
the law can be reshaped and redrafted.
 Joe and I recently represented the family of a teenage shooting 
victim who died outside Chicago’s Ravenswood Hospital when the ER 
staff refused to treat him. That case led to a broader understanding of 
when a hospital’s duty to provide care is triggered and furthered the 












Person of the Year  
(CHICAGO LAWYER)
State’s Attorney of the Year  
(Illinois State Crime Commission)
Crane Gargoyle Award  
(Council for Disability Rights)
On Jury Trials
Anita M. Alvarez ’86
Anita Alvarez was elected Cook County state’s attorney in November 2008, 
becoming the first woman and first Hispanic to hold the office. She began her career  
in the state’s attorney’s office in 1986 handling misdemeanor cases and quickly 
moved on to felony jury trials. As she rose through the ranks, she served as first 
chair in the Felony Trial Division, supervisor of the Public Integrity Unit, deputy 
chief of the Narcotics Bureau, chief of the Special Prosecutions Bureau, chief of 
staff, and chief deputy. She has tried hundreds of criminal cases and now runs the  
nation’s second-largest prosecutor’s office, which employs nearly 900 attorneys.
It was the encouragement of my professors that led me to consider a 
career as a trial lawyer. My trial advocacy course gave me a running 
start, and I learned the rest at a gut level, jury trial after jury trial.
 Preparation is absolutely key, but one thing to avoid is making the 
theory of the case too complex, or you risk losing touch with the jury. 
Even with multiple charges, you may need to concentrate on one or 
two instead of 10 so the jury has something to focus on.
 Juries like things simple. They want common-sense questions and 
arguments—they like things to be put together. And you always hope 
you won’t need to present a stream of witnesses who give boring testi-
mony that won’t appeal to the jury.
 Trying cases, being in court, has always been the best part of my 
job. There’s something about waiting for the jury to come back—that 






















Alumni Network Around the World
















































Our exceptionally broad curricu- 
lum encourages you to explore 
a wide array of interests and 
career options and ensures that 
you’re well-prepared for whatever 
field of law you choose to enter. 
Your law school experience will 
combine rigorous theoretical 










Professional education at  
Chicago-Kent is scholarly yet 
pragmatic, broad-based yet 
personalized, demanding  
yet anything but rigid. There’s  
an energy to the school that 
derives partly from our proximity 
to Chicago’s fast-paced legal 
community and partly from the 
caliber of the people here and 
their passion for their work.






Faculty scholarship fuels our academic enterprise and brings a constant 
supply of fresh ideas to the classroom. Our classes are challenging and 
intensely engaging. Our goal is to provide you with a solid grounding 
in classical legal studies along with the professional skills required to 
put that knowledge to use.
 From nano- and biotechnology to wireless communications and 
electronic trading, technology is reshaping every aspect of society and 
its laws. Our relationship with Illinois Institute of Technology connects 
you to the full resources—financial and intellectual—of a major 
research university. As a member of the IIT community, you’ll have the 
opportunity to collaborate with professionals from diverse academic 
backgrounds on multidisciplinary projects.
An Entrepreneurial Culture
At Chicago-Kent, there are many ways to tailor your legal education  
to your professional goals. We make it convenient for you to attend  
guest lectures and seminars that interest you, and to pursue externships,  
clerkships and other practice opportunities in environments in which 
you can acquire whatever specialized skills you need. Scheduling 
after the first year is flexible. Change from day to evening studies and 
from full-time to part-time status as your circumstances dictate. Take 
summers off, study abroad or study year-round—whatever plan best 
moves you toward your goals.
 If you are considering the part-time evening program, you may 
follow the traditional first-year evening schedule with classes Monday 
through Thursday evening, or you may opt for a unique and flexible 
scheduling option that permits an early start in the summer and a 
reduced course load during the academic year. After completing the first  
year of required doctrinal classes in the evening division, there is also 
substantial flexibility to tailor your schedule to your personal circum-
stances. If your work schedule permits, you may take up to half of  
your courses in the day division. In addition, there are a number of 
courses scheduled to begin at 4 p.m. that attract a mixed enrollment  










Your first year at Chicago-Kent will lay the academic foundation for 
your legal career. Your course work will develop the essential analytical 
tools, research skills and writing conventions that will serve you both  
as a student and as a practitioner. You’ll gain an understanding of soci-
ety’s basic legal relationships, learn to think like a lawyer, and develop 
the capacity to synthesize new rules from what has gone before.
Core Required Courses
Courses required of every Chicago-Kent student teach you to think 
clearly and concisely, to analyze problems incisively, and to appreciate 
the relationship between legal issues and the broader social, political 
and economic landscape. 
















To a large extent, your success as a lawyer will depend on your 
writing skills. Chicago-Kent was the first law school in the United 
States to develop a three-year legal research and writing curriculum, 
and our program is widely acknowledged as one of the best in the 
nation. Even before you graduate, you’ll be thoroughly prepared to 
excel in summer clerkships, externships and whatever other practice 
opportunities you may choose to explore.
 In your first semester, you’ll learn about sources of law and 
the significance of legal precedent. As you learn the fundamentals 
of legal research, you’ll begin to analyze and synthesize case law 
for writing legal memoranda to predict how the law will apply 
in particular cases. In your second semester, you’ll learn advocacy 
through persuasive legal writing of trial and appellate briefs and 
through oral argument. You’ll move on in subsequent terms  
to transactional writing and finally to advanced writing courses  









On the First Year
It was so much wa  rmer and 
friendlier and mo  re encouraging 






On the First Year
It was so much wa  rmer and 
friendlier and mo  re encouraging 







Your Second and Third Years
Our professors are keenly interested in helping you discover areas of the 
law that really interest you. Your second and third years balance rigorous 
academics with practical skills training plus a wealth of opportunities to 
gain first-hand legal experience. We work with you step by step on your 
way to becoming a lawyer to fine-tune career goals and connect you to 
related career opportunities.
Advanced Studies
With more than 130 elective courses and seminars offered in any 
given year, you’ll have many ways to shape your upper-level studies. 
Some second- and third-year students choose to explore a variety of 
subjects that interest or promise to challenge them, with an eye toward 
obtaining a general, well-rounded legal education. Others choose to 
focus on a particular area of interest, often tapping into opportunities 
afforded by our certificate programs, centers and institutes.
On electives and seminars:
www.kentlaw.edu/academics/courses.html
Certificate Programs
If you have a focused career agenda, our seven certificate programs 
provide specialized studies and training under the direction of leading 
faculty, scholars and practitioners. Certificate areas comprise Criminal 
Litigation, Environmental and Energy Law, Intellectual Property Law, 
International and Comparative Law, Labor and Employment Law,  








Through scholarly and practical research and cross-disciplinary projects 
housed at various institutes and centers, you can work with faculty to 
address emerging legal and social issues that promise to influence the 

































Taxation of Business Enterprises
Trial Advocacy
Constitutional law
Corporate and business law
Criminal litigation*
Environmental and energy law*
Estate planning and probate
Family law
Financial services law
Health and medical law
Intellectual property law*
International and comparative law*
Labor and employment law*
Law and technology
Legal philosophy/jurisprudence




Center for Access to Justice & Technology 
Center for Open Government
Global Law and Policy Initiative
IIT Center for Diabetes Research and Policy
Institute for Law and the Humanities
Institute for Law and the Workplace










A distinguishing characteristic of life at Chicago-Kent is our emphasis 
not only on rigorous scholarship but on rigorous skills training and 
experiential learning in fields of law directly related to your career goals. 
Our location—in the heart of Chicago’s vast legal marketplace—affords 
a breadth of networking and practice opportunities available only in the 
nation’s three largest cities.
 You’ll study within walking distance of America’s largest unified 
court system, major banks and financial markets, emerging and estab-
lished national and international businesses, prominent public interest 
organizations, and law firms of all sizes and types—many with strong 
connections to Chicago-Kent through our faculty and alumni. Our own 
in-house law firm involves you start-to-finish in a wide variety of cases 
currently before the courts. 
 If you’re thinking about a career in the public sector, the federal and 
state governments have a significant presence in Chicago. In the Illinois 
Attorney General’s Office alone, Chicago-Kent students have recently 
worked in the crime victim services division, special litigation bureau, high-
tech crimes bureau, and civil and criminal appeals divisions. You can select 
from a similar array of opportunities at the city and county levels as well.
Legal Clinics
The Law Offices of Chicago-Kent is a teaching law firm that provides  
high-quality clinical education while delivering outstanding, competitively 
priced legal services. One of the nation’s largest in-house clinical programs, 
our firm serves not only indigent clients but people from every walk of life 
contending with a wide array of legal problems.
 Second- and third-year students work on actual cases under the close 
supervision of experienced practicing attorneys or judges. You’ll learn the 
day-to-day responsibilities of lawyering—deciding which cases to take and 
what fees to charge, interviewing, undertaking investigations, preparing 
motions, conducting depositions, writing briefs, counseling clients, plan-
ning cases, and selecting juries. Licensed third-year student practitioners 
may also perform certain trial functions.
Clinical Practice Areas
Business Transactions Clinic Assist attorneys from the law firm of Husch Blackwell 
Sanders LLP in their transactional work relating to corporate and regulatory matters 
for business clients.
Criminal Defense Litigation Program Provide criminal defense representation for all 
types of felonies and misdemeanors in trial and appellate courts at the state and 
federal levels.
Employment Discrimination/Civil Rights Litigation Program Provide representation 
primarily on employment discrimination disputes and on civil rights cases in the 
federal and state courts and in administrative agencies.
Environmental Law Clinic Assist private citizens and community organizations with 
environmental problems through the Chicago Environmental Law Clinic.
Family Law Clinic Represent clients with divorce and domestic relations disputes in 
negotiations and in court.
Health and Disability Law Clinic Represent clients in Social Security disability 
cases and other civil litigation matters that generally involve health, disability or 
discrimination issues.
Immigration Law Clinic Represent asylum-seekers, individuals seeking immigration 
benefits for themselves or family members, employers who are hiring non-U.S.  
citizens, and people facing deportation.
Intellectual Property Clinic Work with patent attorneys from the law firm of 
K&L Gates LLP to research and write patentability opinions, perform clearance 
searches, and guide clients through intellectual property issues.
Low-Income Taxpayer Clinic Represent impoverished clients with Internal Revenue 
Service disputes involving ongoing civil examinations, administrative appeals  
and enforced collection actions; prepare and try cases in U.S. Tax Court and U.S. 
District Court.
Mediation and Alternative Dispute Resolution Program Practice alternative dispute 
resolution techniques involving juvenile court matters, criminal misdemeanors,  
employment discrimination cases, landlord-tenant disputes and small claims.









Chicago-Kent students Brody 
Dawson ’09, Andrew Booth ’09 
and Betsy Gates ’09, winners of 
the 59th annual National Moot 
Court Competition in 2009. More 
than 400 students competed 
on 185 teams representing law 
schools throughout the country. 
Chicago-Kent is the first law 
school in more than 30 years to 
win back-to-back championships 
in the tournament.
Chicago-Kent students  
Lalania Gilkey-Johnson ’08, 
Joanna Brinkman ’09 and  
Rachel Moran ’08, winners  
of the 58th annual National  
Moot Court Competition in  
2008. Rachel also won the  
tournament’s Best Oral Advocate 
award. The competition involved 
more than 400 law students  
competing on 189 teams repre-
senting 129 U.S. law schools.
Chicago-Kent students Joshua 
Jones ’08 and Mark Griffin ’08, 
winners of the 33rd annual 
National Trial Competition in 
2008. Joshua also won the 
tournament’s Best Oral Advocate 
award. The competition involved 
more than 1,000 law students 
competing on more than 250 
teams representing 147 U.S.  
law schools.
Trial and Appellate Advocacy
In 2008, Chicago-Kent made history when it became the first law 
school to win the National Trial Competition and the National Moot 
Court Competition in the same year. Yet, the successes of our trial and 
appellate advocacy programs should not eclipse what’s most important 
about training in both settings—preparing you for the practice of law.
Trial Advocacy
Fully 70 percent of Chicago-Kent students elect to cultivate courtroom 
skills by studying trial advocacy. Our rigorous trial advocacy curriculum, 
led by a talented corps of judges, prosecutors, public defenders and 
private practitioners, demands effort, skill, intelligence, and a clear sense 
of duty to court and client.
 Founded in 1971, the program offers three courses to Chicago-Kent 
students in general—Trial Advocacy 1 (in full-semester and eight-week 
intensive formats), Trial Advocacy 2 and Litigation Technology. In 
addition, a special six-month session provides training for an elite group 
of students selected to compete on the law school’s interscholastic trial 
advocacy teams at the local, regional and national levels.
Appellate Advocacy
At Chicago-Kent, dozens of talented professors and practitioners train 
students in the art of appellate advocacy, including advanced brief 
writing and persuasive oral argument. The focus of our curriculum is the 
Ilana Diamond Rovner Program in Appellate Advocacy, which provides 
sophisticated and systematic instruction for students invited to join our 
highly selective Moot Court Honor Society.
 Moot Court Honor Society students complete intensive course work 
in appellate litigation and compete intramurally and in tournaments 
throughout the United States. They receive careful mentoring in teamwork,  
accountability and collegiality. Chicago-Kent also fields student teams 
in competitions independent of the Moot Court Honor Society. These 
competitions generally focus on specialized areas of law, including  










Externships broaden your employment opportunities by providing you  
with practical legal experience often not available through paid clerking 
or volunteer positions. Externships can be so valuable to your career 
development that we’ve launched an initiative to place every full-time 
student who seeks this experience in an externship during the summer 
after the first year. Part-time students may request consideration for an  
externship placement or other similar opportunity if their schedules permit. 
 Students with judicial externships work with trial and appellate court 
judges and their law clerks to research and write legal memoranda and 
draft opinions while gaining experience that serves as excellent preparation 
for post-graduate judicial clerkships. Students with legal externships 
work in civil or criminal practice in a specialized area of their choice with 
supervising attorneys in federal, state and local government agencies, 
corporate legal departments, or public interest organizations.
 
Recent Legal Externship Placements
U.S. Attorney’s Offices, 
Northern District of  
Illinois & Middle  
District of Florida
State’s Attorney’s Offices—




Lake & Kane counties
Internal Revenue Service




U.S. Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission
U.S. Patent and  
Trademark Office
U.S. Department of  
Justice, Immigration Court
U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Agency, Arlington, Virginia
U.S. Navy, Trial Service 
Office East
Office of the Federal  
Public Defender,  
Washington, D.C.
Illinois Attorney  
General’s Office
U.S. Environmental  
Protection Agency
Office of the Cook 
County Public Guardian
Midwest Immigrant and 
Human Rights Center
Sargent Shriver National 
Center on Poverty Law




AIDS Legal Council  
of Chicago
Inter-University Center 
for Terrorism Studies, 
Washington, D.C.
Alaska Legal Services 
Corporation
Legal Assistance  
Foundation of  
Metropolitan Chicago










Service in the public interest is a hallmark of student life at  
Chicago-Kent. Last year, Chicago-Kent students donated more than 
7,100 hours of public service to more than 70 volunteer programs. Our 
student-run Public Interest Resource Center acts as a clearinghouse to 
link students with numerous pro bono opportunities each semester.
 
Representative Student Volunteer Activities
AIDS Foundation of 
Chicago
Alliance for Affordable 
Energy
American Civil Liberties 
Union of Illinois
Cabrini Green Legal Aid
Center for Access to  
Justice & Technology
Chicago Metropolitan  
Battered Women’s 
Network
Chicago Volunteer Legal 
Services 
City of Chicago,  
Department of 
Environment
Coordinated Advice & 
Referral Program for 
Legal Services
Court Appointed Special 
Advocates of Cook 
County
Equip for Equality
First Defense Legal Aid
Illinois Attorney  
General’s Office
Illinois Human Rights 
Commission
Illinois Legal Aid Online
Illinois Pollution  
Control Board
Law Office of the Cook 
County Public Defender
Legal Assistance  







New Orleans Public 
Defenders Office 
New Orleans Workers’ 
Center for Racial Justice
Office of the Cook 
County Public Guardian








U.S. Environmental  
Protection Agency
Young Women’s  
Leadership Charter 
School of Chicago
On public interest work and volunteering:
www.kentlaw.edu/publicinterest
On the Pursuit of Happiness
Be true to your heart. 
Do what you want to 
do. Do what you like. 
It’s not always  
about making money.  
It’s just not.
Anita M. Alvarez ’86 






Graduate Programs  
and Joint Degrees
Many of tomorrow’s legal professionals will be conversant in the languages 
of multiple disciplines or have advanced training in their field of choice. 
Chicago-Kent offers a number of graduate and joint-degree programs in 
conjunction with Illinois Institute of Technology and the University of 
Illinois at Chicago. Joint-degree programs enable you to earn a J.D. and 
a master’s degree simultaneously, and certify exceptional knowledge and 
skill in a particular area of law.
Joint Degrees from Chicago-Kent
J.D./LL.M. in Family Law
J.D./LL.M. in Financial Services Law
J.D./LL.M. in Taxation
Joint Degrees in Collaboration with Other Units of IIT
J.D./M.B.A.
J.D./M.S. in Environmental Management & Sustainability
J.D./M.S. in Finance
J.D./M.P.A. (Master of Public Administration)
Joint Degree in Collaboration with the University of Illinois at Chicago
J.D./M.P.H. (Master of Public Health)
On graduate and joint-degree programs: 
www.kentlaw.edu/academics/multidegree
Student Organizations
Student organizations at Chicago-Kent are not just for socializing. 
Some four dozen law societies and three student-run journals provide 
opportunities to undertake relevant projects, investigate areas of the 
law that interest you, find a mentor, and build professional relation-
ships and lifelong friendships. There’s a student organization for just 
about every interest—and if you can’t find what you’re looking for, 











As a Chicago-Kent student, you’ll have opportunities to study the 
international dimension of almost every area of the law, to gain experi-
ence in the global arena, and to interact with students from more than 
a dozen countries, including participants in our international LL.M. 
programs. Our Global Law and Policy Initiative connects you to 
conferences, seminars, lectures and externships that promote a better 
understanding of the evolving global environment. Each year, the 
initiative engages a cross section of policymakers, business leaders and 
government officials from around the world as speakers and facilitators.
Study Abroad Programs
Formal agreements with a number of foreign universities provide  
a wide choice of overseas study programs. They include:
Amity Law School,  
Delhi, India
Bucerius Law School,  
Hamburg, Germany
Catholic University of 
Lublin, Poland
Central University of 




Konkuk University College 
of Law, Seoul, Korea
The London Law  
Consortium, England




Southwest University of 
Political Science and Law, 
Chongqing, China 
University of Augsburg 
School of Law, Germany 
University of  
Copenhagen, Denmark
University of Navarra, 
Pamplona, Spain





University of Waikato, 
New Zealand




The experience outside 
the classroom is  
amazing, and some-
thing you’re not going 










Chicago-Kent fosters robust dialogue in virtually every area of law  
and public policy. Many of the school’s intellectual communities  
focus on particular subject areas, including labor and employment  
law, environmental law, international law and corporate law.  
These communities offer students, faculty and alumni the opportunity 
to share insights and to benefit from one another’s knowledge  
and experience.
Spotlight on Intellectual Property Law 
Chicago-Kent offers one of the strongest intellectual property (IP) law 
programs in the nation. The program is recognized internationally, 
with students from Asia, Europe and Latin America enrolling in our 
innovative graduate program in the study of international intellectual 
property, the first of its kind in the United States.
 Our IP program offers more than 32 courses in intellectual property  
each year. Eight full-time Chicago-Kent professors teach classes in the 
IP program—a number that cannot be matched by most other law 
schools in the United States or around the world. In addition, leading 
IP attorneys teach as adjunct professors and lecturers in our program, 
which encompasses a diverse assortment of doctrinal IP courses, clinics 
and externships in the field, as well as numerous other IP-related 
activities. Some examples: 
The Certificate in Intellectual Property: Chicago-Kent founded one of the first 
programs in IP law in the United States more than two decades ago and is nationally 
recognized as a leader in the field. Students who specialize in intellectual property 
receive at graduation a Certificate in Intellectual Property upon successful completion 
of 20 hours of IP credit.
The Strategies in Intellectual Property Law course, a “capstone” experience for IP 
students, teams soon-to-be graduates with eight experienced members of the IP bar 
who guide students through a semester-long simulation of a complex matter typically 
handled by a major law firm, such as the development and sale of Apple’s iPod  
and iPhone.
The Intellectual Property Clinic gives students the opportunity to work side-by-side 
with IP lawyers at the law firm of K&L Gates LLP in assisting clients with challenges 
that typically confront start-up companies and technology-transfer institutions.
A variety of legal and corporate externships allow students to work in one of several 
IP law firms, IP organizations, or IP departments of major corporations, most 
recently including Seyfarth Shaw LLP, the Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company, University  
of Illinois Medical Center, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and the World 
Intellectual Property Organization.
Intellectual property moot court teams, coached by Chicago-Kent faculty and 
prominent practitioners, frequently take top honors in patent, copyright, trademark 
and entertainment law competitions, while many of our students also participate  
and excel in national IP writing competitions.
The Federal Circuit Roundtable brings together former clerks of the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Federal Circuit and leading patent practitioners to review patent law 
developments over the past year before the nation’s leading patent court. In addition, 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has twice sat at the law school in 
recent years, with students in attendance, to hear appeals in patent litigation.
National and international conferences attract top-name speakers—including leading 
officials of the World Intellectual Property Organization and the European Commission, 
the heads of U.S. government IP offices, prominent IP litigators, and influential 
scholars from the United States, Canada, Germany and South Africa—to discuss 
emerging issues with students. The Chicago-Kent Supreme Court IP Review is an 
annual conference that brings together top Supreme Court attorneys, judges and 
professors to discuss recent and upcoming IP cases in the Supreme Court.
The student-run Intellectual Property Law Society hosts a variety of events that give 
students the opportunity to meet leading IP litigators and practitioners. Typical 
events include panel discussions on major Supreme Court rulings in patent, 
copyright and trademark law; a recent presentation on the IP aspects of biotech  
and pharmaceutical portfolios; and an annual IP alumni reception. Members of our 
IP alumni association mentor students, advise at student résumé workshops, coach 
moot court teams, and participate in conferences and roundtables.
The Chicago Intellectual Property Colloquium, co-hosted by Chicago-Kent, brings 
six renowned IP scholars to visit Chicago each year to discuss their current research 
projects with IP students, practitioners and faculty members from Chicago-area  
law schools.
The CHICAgo-kENT jouRNAL oF INTELLECTuAL PRoPERTy is a student-run electronic journal 










On a City of Opportunities 
Chicago-Kent is a great law 
school. Now, there are many 
great schools, but very few 
of them are situated in great 
cities—and Chicago is a great 
city, full of opportunities for 
lawyers and law students.
The Honorable lIana Diamond Rovner ’66 









In this “city of neighborhoods,” 
each with its own distinct identity, 
you’ll find fellow students 
everywhere from Chinatown to 
Ukrainian Village, and from  
Little Italy to Wrigleyville, home  
of the beloved Chicago Cubs. 
Chicago’s diverse housing 
options make it easy to find a 










Chicago-Kent’s immediate neighborhood puts desirable housing, bookshops, 
coffee shops, ethnic restaurants, cafés and public transportation at your 
doorstep. Tailor Lofts, the recommended housing partner for Chicago-Kent 
students, is just half a mile from campus. Three subway and elevated train 
(“L”) stops as well as Metra commuter rail and Amtrak stations are within 
walking distance of our front door.
www.tailorlofts.com/kentlaw
www.transitchicago.com
Lincoln Park and Bucktown
If you’re into life on Chicago’s lakefront, Lincoln Park is for you. This 
neighborhood also offers a free, world-class zoo and conservatory, 
museums, theaters, nightclubs and restaurants for every budget. To  
the west, Bucktown hosts a dynamic arts and entertainment scene  
with niche galleries, boutiques, chic nightspots and eateries galore.
Lakeview and Roscoe Village
Farther north, Lakeview and Roscoe Village feature several “neighborhoods 
within neighborhoods,” including Boystown, one of the nation’s largest gay 
communities, and Wrigleyville, home to baseball’s legendary Wrigley Field.
River North, Streeterville and the Gold Coast
These three areas house many of the city’s major art galleries and tourist 
attractions, including Navy Pier, the Chicago Cultural Center, the Magnificent 
Mile shopping district, and Rush Street, famous for its night life.
More than a quarter of our  
students live in four ZIP codes 
containing several of the city’s 
most vibrant communities.





























































































































Chicago-Kent’s downtown location—one block west of Union Station 
and three blocks south of the Ogilvie Transportation Center (named for 
a Chicago-Kent graduate and former Illinois governor)—makes it easy 
to catch a cab, train or bus to practically anywhere in the city or suburbs. 
In addition, full-time enrollment at Chicago-Kent includes a Chicago 










cafeteria brews more 
than 10,000 gallons 
of coffee a year.  
If that’s not enough 
for you, Starbucks is 






Every inch of our 280,000 square-foot building is designed to support  
a first-class legal education. Connect to state-of-the-art computing 
services almost anywhere in the building through wireless access points 
or widely distributed network ports. Link to a broad range of Web-based 
student services from anywhere in the world. Our classrooms, courtroom 
and library contain the latest technology for teaching and research.
Abraham Lincoln Marovitz Courtroom
This courtroom ranks among the best courtrooms and trial advocacy 
training facilities in the nation. Designed as both a teaching facility and 
working courtroom, it incorporates the latest computer and audiovisual 
technologies in a traditional venue and sets the stage for Chicago-Kent’s 
up-to-the-minute Litigation Technology course. The facility is named 
for the former senior judge of the U.S. District Court for the Northern 
District of Illinois—one of Chicago-Kent’s most distinguished and 
beloved alumni and a nationally acclaimed jurist.
Law Library
Chicago-Kent is home to one of the largest law libraries in the nation, 
with five floors containing approximately half a million volumes and 
an outstanding collection of materials relating to law, business and 
international relations. Through the library’s website, you’ll have direct 
access to more than 170 database collections and electronic journals 
that supplement the library’s physical holdings.
library.kentlaw.edu
Classrooms, Offices and Lounge Areas
Chicago-Kent’s 10-story building provides the physical resources for 
a top legal education: spacious, high-tech classrooms for lectures and 
seminars, faculty offices encircling the library, and many comfortable 
























Chicago is a sophisticated city known for cultural innovation, hospitality 
and countless ways to have fun.
Culture and Entertainment
Home to a world-class opera company, major symphony orchestra and 
world-famous blues joints, Chicago also has hundreds of neighborhood 
venues showcasing musical genres from punk and hip-hop to tango 
and swing. John Malkovich, Gary Sinise and dozens of other leading 
actors launched their careers in the city’s thriving theater scene. View 
modern art at local galleries or the Museum of Contemporary Art, 
admire the masterpieces at the Art Institute, tour Chicago’s world-class 
architecture, enjoy Millennium Park or the lakefront museum campus, 
take in the Chicago International Film Festival or any of dozens of 
neighborhood and music festivals—you’ll never be at a loss for enter-
tainment, whether you’re into high culture or just plain fun.
Sports
From the White Sox to the Cubs, Bears, Blackhawks, Bulls,  
Chicago Fire soccer team and Chicago Sky women’s basketball team,  
Chicagoans are passionate about professional sports. The city is also 
home to a Big Ten team, a NASCAR track, and frequent NCAA  
tournaments. Chicago’s lakefront and vast park system feature miles  
of bike and jogging paths and a host of organized and informal  
sports activities. Dozens of gyms and health clubs offer plenty of 
opportunities to work out 24/7.
Wining and Dining
Chicagoans are as serious about food and drink as they are about 
sports. With more than 9,000 restaurants plus 3,000 bars and clubs 
to choose from, you won’t go hungry or thirsty. Sample Chicago-style 
pizza or ethnic cuisines from Ethiopian to Vietnamese. B.Y.O.B. or 








Get Advice and Support
We provide a comprehensive set of tools to help you succeed both 
inside and outside the classroom.
Academics
In workshops and small-group sessions, our Academic Support Program 
helps you get the most from your critical first year by developing  
skills such as reading and synthesizing case law, preparing for Socratic 
questioning, managing your study time and preparing for exams.  
You can also choose to participate in our faculty adviser program and 
select from a range of mentoring programs, through which older 
students mentor newcomers, alumni mentor second- and third-year 
students and specialists mentor students interested in particular areas 
of the law. 
www.kentlaw.edu/academics/asp
Student Affairs
Our Office of Student Services is your liaison and advocate in academic, 
administrative and personal matters. We resolve problems and coordinate 
resources for your personal and academic enrichment. Our Office of 
Student Professional Development ensures that the needs of all members 
of Chicago-Kent’s minority constituencies are met, while the Safe Space 
Program provides resources and support for students who identify 
themselves as lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender, as well as any students 
who have questions about gender and sexuality. 
www.kentlaw.edu/depts/stuservices
Financial
To lessen the financial burden faced by our students, Chicago-Kent 
commits substantial resources to scholarship support each year.  
All students admitted to the entering class are automatically reviewed 
for available scholarships upon acceptance and are notified in the letter 
of acceptance if selected to receive a scholarship. Awards range from 
first-year grants to renewable full- and partial-tuition scholarships, and 
are based on factors that include merit, financial need and contributions 
to the law school community. The law school also awards modest merit 
scholarships to upper-level law students without renewable awards 
based on their academic performance.
 Chicago-Kent’s Office of Financial Aid can assist you in making 
informed decisions about financing your professional education and 
can connect you to a variety of loan programs as well as loan repayment 
assistance options. Information about the financial aid application 
process for the upcoming academic year is available online on the Office 
of Financial Aid website beginning in January, and is also mailed to 
all students who have been admitted to the entering class. We suggest 
that all students complete the Free Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA) online at www.fafsa.ed.gov as soon as possible after January 1.
www.kentlaw.edu/adm/scholarships.html 
www.kentlaw.edu/depts/finaid
Loan Repayment Assistance Program (LRAP)
Chicago-Kent is committed to making public interest careers avail-
able to its graduates. Because high educational debt is one obstacle to 
such careers, Chicago-Kent has created a Loan Repayment Assistance 
Program (LRAP). The mission of the LRAP is to help alumni in low-
paying public interest jobs manage their student loan debt for the year, 
and to encourage current students to consider public interest careers. 









 Private Practice (65%)
 Business/Corporations (15%)
 Government (11%)
 Public Interest (4%)
 Judicial Clerkships (2%)
 Academia (4%)
Plan Your Future
Our Career Services Office (CSO) offers much more than help in finding  
job opportunities. During your first term at Chicago-Kent, you are 
assigned a career adviser who will tailor career planning recommendations 
according to your particular interests in various practice areas, types  
of employers and geographic areas. Career advisers provide one-on-one 
counseling, résumé and cover letter reviews, mock interviews, and much 
more. Students meet with their advisers at least once a year, though  
we encourage more frequent meetings. 
 The CSO helps administer the first-year summer externship 
program for full-time students and also manages the law school’s 
community-based federal work study program, which allows students to  
earn money toward a portion of their educational costs while gaining 
practical legal experience at government and public interest agencies.
www.kentlaw.edu/depts/cso
Services Available 24/7
Our Web-based career management system gives students and alumni 
access to our resources 24/7. You can search job listings—more than  
1,200 posted each year—through this system and also access a wide  
variety of career resources, submit online job applications and on-campus 
interview bids, set up counseling appointments, and store your résumé 
and other career-related documents. Career development programs on 
a wide range of topics are scheduled at times when no classes meet and 
are videotaped and posted online for later viewing at your convenience.
Class of 2009 Employment Categories
Alumni-Student Connections
The CSO works closely with the Office of Alumni Relations  
to introduce students to alumni in the Chicago area and around  
the country. Students can also use our Alumni Adviser Network to 
search for alumni by practice area and geographic location. Each  
fall, our offices offer a full week of one-on-one activities for students 
and alumni, including résumé reviews, mock interviews, lunchtime  
panels regarding practical tips for law school and legal practice, and  
a networking reception. We also sponsor other receptions and job  
fairs throughout the year to facilitate connections between alumni  
and students.
Résumé Books
The CSO has created more than 70 electronic Résumé Books—based 
on different practice areas and geographic regions—to which current 
students can add their résumés. These Résumé Books are sent to 
employers for their review for internships, law clerk positions, summer 
jobs and permanent positions. Chicago-Kent is one of only a few law 
schools in the country offering such a proactive job-search program.
Career Services and Social Media
Among the many career-related resources the CSO promotes online 
throughout the year, students and alumni can find information about 
more than 50 programs, various networking opportunities and current 
events by following the Career Services Office on Facebook and 
Twitter. We encourage prospective students to check out Chicago-Kent 
CSO on Facebook and follow @ChicagoKentCSO on Twitter even 











When you study law at  
Chicago-Kent, you inherit a 
proud legacy of equality of 
opportunity, innovation in  
legal education, and commit-
ment to public service. Our 
faculty and graduates have 










19th Century Beginnings & 20th Century Evolution
Chartered in 1888 as the second law school in Illinois, Chicago  
College of Law merged in 1900 with Kent College of Law, named  
after New York Chancellor James Kent, one of the most eminent  
jurists of the 19th century. The law school opened its doors to women 
and minorities at a time when that was rare. Early graduates include  
the second African-American woman licensed to practice law in the  
United States and the founder of the Chicago Defender, the 
largest African-American newspaper in the country. After merging 
with Illinois Institute of Technology in 1969, Chicago-Kent advanced 
to national prominence in legal education. It pioneered the use of 
computers in studying law, generated scholarship on issues at the  
intersection of law and technology, and created a skills program  
among the most dynamic in the country.
21st Century at a Glance
Chicago-Kent continues its historic commitments to academic excellence, 
technology, skills-based learning, and public service. Others have taken 
note. In recent years, the law school’s Web-based Access to Justice 
initiative, developed to assist individuals who cannot afford attorneys, has 
received three national awards. As beneficiary of a generous cy pres award, 
the law school has taken the lead in a university-wide initiative to further 
diabetes research, policy development and legal advocacy. The law 
school has co-sponsored several seminars with the World Intellectual 
Property Organization, and the Shanghai Intellectual Property  
Bureau sent officials here for training. In 2008, Chicago-Kent students 
won the National Trial Competition and the National Moot Court 
Competition, making Chicago-Kent the first law school in history to 
win both competitions in the same year. As a recipient of the Diversity 
Award from the Council on Legal Education Opportunity, Chicago-Kent  
works aggressively to bring individuals into the legal workplace who  
are from backgrounds underrepresented in the profession.




First African-American woman admitted to the Illinois Bar, Ida Platt (Class of 1894). First 
African-American bar association, co-founded by Ida Platt. First law school to win 
the National Trial Competition and the National Moot Court Competition in the 
same year, 2008. First Hispanic and first woman Cook County state’s attorney, Anita 
Alvarez (Class of 1986). First American law school to incorporate computer technology 
into legal education. First female district attorney in the United States, Edna Covert 
Plummer (Class of 1907). First three-year program in legal research, analysis and 
writing at an American law school. First chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, now the world’s 
largest law fraternity. First fee-generating law school clinic in the United States. 
First woman to practice patent law in the United States, Florence King (Class of 
1895). First LL.M. program in international intellectual property law in the United States. 
First woman president of the Chicago Bar Association, Esther Rothstein (Class 
of 1949). First LL.M. program in financial services law in the United States. First 
president of the Women’s Bar Association of Illinois, Nettie Rothblum Loew (Class 
of 1909). First successful insanity defense based upon post-traumatic stress disorder. 





Our outstanding faculty comprises individuals who are both gifted 
teachers and leading legal scholars, many of whom are shaping  
American and international jurisprudence today.
Our three-year legal writing program, rigorous trial and appellate 
advocacy programs, and extensive externship offerings prepare you  
to hit the ground running when you graduate.
We capitalize on the connections between law and technology through 
our high-tech learning environment, our multidisciplinary Institute for 
Science, Law and Technology, our Web-based Access to Justice initiative, 
and our expansive Program in Intellectual Property Law.
We offer flexibility: Here you can move easily after your first year 
between full-time and part-time studies. You can spend summers 
learning the profession in the Chicago-Kent Law Offices or trying  
something different in our European or Asian study abroad programs.
If you will be a part-time evening division student, you can opt for a 
unique and flexible scheduling option that permits an early start in the 
summer and a reduced course load during the academic year.
Our Program in Intellectual Property Law engages national and 
international scholars and practitioners to provide an educational  
experience committed to academic excellence and to training the top 
intellectual property lawyers of tomorrow.
Why
Selecting the right law school—the school with the right fit and feel for  
who you are and who you hope to become—matters immensely. We think 
Chicago-Kent is a special place where students can capitalize on their 
unique talents and interests. The factors below make a difference to us.  
We hope they’ll make a difference to you as well.
Our celebrated Institute for Law and the Workplace pools the resources 
of leading scholars and the practicing professional community to educate 
students and members of the bar, monitor labor and employment law 
and policy, and address emerging issues in the field.
We’re located in one of the nation’s top legal markets, where you have 
uncommon opportunities to apply what you learn to real-world legal 
problems, whether you’re clerking for a judge or externing at a leading 
law firm, government agency, business or public interest organization.
Our students—from doctors of chemistry or French to Peace Corps 
alums, from classical musicians to mechanical engineers—represent  
a vibrant community of interesting people who lead interesting lives  
and with whom you’ll form lifelong friendships and rewarding  
professional relationships.
We take your professional education personally, offering an exceptionally 
broad curriculum, a wide array of clinical opportunities, and a challenging 
intellectual environment so you can tailor your legal education to your 









To take a virtual tour 
www.kentlaw.edu/virtualtour





























































































As a member of the Association of American Law Schools and in conformity with its bylaws, the faculty  
of Chicago-Kent College of Law, Illinois Institute of Technology, has adopted the following policy:  
Chicago-Kent College of Law provides equality of opportunity in legal education for all persons, including 
applicants for admission, enrolled students, and graduates, without discrimination or segregation on the 
grounds of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, handicap or disability, veteran status, marital status, 
sexual orientation, or gender identity.
 Chicago-Kent reserves the right, without notice, to change requirements for admission or graduation; 
the arrangement, time, credit, or content of courses; the books to be used; the tuition or other fees 
charged; academic standards; the regulations affecting students; and any and all other matters contained 
in this announcement. Changes will be duly published. This brochure is supplemented by an online  
student handbook containing additional information about Chicago-Kent, including academic regulations 
and other matters affecting students, and a copy of the university’s statement of Privacy Rights and 
Access to Educational Records. The handbook can be found at www.kentlaw.edu/handbook.
 Illinois Institute of Technology seeks to provide current and prospective students with information to  
help them make informed choices, to take full advantage of IIT’s resources, and to maximize the quality of  
their university experience. Information about the university is available online at www.iit.edu.
2010–11 Academic Calendar
Fall 2010
Orientation begins August 16
First day of classes August 23
Labor Day (no classes) September 6
Administrative cancellation (no classes) September 8 (4 p.m. & later); 
 September 9
Thanksgiving break (no classes) November 25–28
Last day of classes December 2
Final exams December 9–20
Spring 2011
First day of classes January 18
Spring break March 12 (noon)–20
Last day of classes April 29
Final exams May 4–13
Commencement May 15
Summer 2011
First day of classes May 23
Memorial Day (no classes) May 30
Independence Day (no classes)  July 4
Last day of classes July 14
Final exams July 18–20
View detailed academic calendars: www.kentlaw.edu/academic-calendar 
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Chicago-Kent College of Law
Illinois Institute of Technology
565 West Adams Street
Chicago, Illinois 60661-3691
(312) 906-5020
www.kentlaw.edu
admissions@kentlaw.edu
